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EVO-G MP1 Premium
Metallic Reflection
Technology Mousepad

$24.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
Evo-G means Evolution Gaming Gear
Evo-G brings innovative gaming gear to the market that makes more users satisﬁed.
Evo-G MP1 sets new standards for quality, tracking and glide, and we only recommend this product to gamers who want to experience a gaming
surface we can only describe as 'spectacular'.
The glide and feel of MP1 does not resemble any other professional gaming mousepad on the market today. During research and development of
this surface professional players described the mousepad as "the purest form of glide in the world".
Features:

1.
2.
3.
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Designed for high gaming performance
Patented reﬂection technology
20% more upgrade tracking
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4.
5.
6.

Special mid-rough surface
Super slippery material
Soft and safe rubber base

Speciﬁcations:
Compatible with gaming grade optical and laser
Surface material: High performance PP
Dimension: 355mmx265mmx3mm
Base: anti slippery rubber
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Additional Information
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SKU

EVO-MP1-D

Weight

2.0000

Color

Black

Mouse Accessory Type

Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN

6900628074218
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